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Unique 2-Way Wireless Messaging on Display at ASIAL 2004
10 June 2004
The Adept 2-way wireless text messaging system distributed in Australia and New Zealand by Wavelink
Communications will be on display at the Security 2004 Exhibition. Organized by ASIAL (Australian Security
Industry Association) the exhibition runs at Sydney’s Darling Harbour Exhibition Centre from 14-16 July.
Wavelink’s products will be on display at stand 122 of the exhibition.
Manufactured by the UK’s Blick Communications, Adept systems incorporate a number of unique features that
sets them apart from other wireless messaging systems, including:
•

•

•

•

Two-way text messaging with confirmation
All messages and alarms received by Adept portable units are automatically acknowledged, ensuring
urgent messages are actually delivered. Text messages may also be sent from portable units to other
portables or to the central operator, enabling a 2-way dialogue to be maintained. The system even
constantly monitors portable units to ensure they are working properly.
Full duress capability with location reporting
The duress portable units incorporate a number of duress features including alarm button, man
down and rip cord, making the system ideal for use in high risk areas. Location identification of the
user requiring assistance can also be incorporated into the system.
Ultra-fast messaging
The Adept technology enables messages to be transmitted about 150 times faster than paging
systems, making it ideal to multiple urgent messages to a large number of users. As well as this,
unlike traditional paging systems which require site licences, the 1880-1900 MHz band that Adept
operates in does not require any licencing, making it much simpler to deploy.
Family of portable devices
The Adept system offers a number of different portable devices allowing systems to be tailored to
suit the needs of specific sites.

These features make the Adept an ideal solution for a number of key target markets including security,
healthcare, industrial and building evacuation.
Blick Communications specialises in the research, design and manufacture of wireless, time critical, voice and
messaging applications. With over 30 years experience and exports to over 40 countries worldwide, Blick are
one of Europe’s leading suppliers of onsite radio paging, radio based staff protection and DECT.
Wavelink Communications w
( ww.wavelink.com.au) specialises in the supply, marketing and support of a
range of leading edge digital wireless voice and messaging solutions. Wavelink is the exclusive Australian
distributor for a range of products from Blick Communications (UK), Kirk telecom A/S (Denmark) and DeTeWe
AG (Germany).
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